DECISION
OF THE GOVERNMENT OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION
NO. 766 OF JULY 7, 1999
ON THE APPROVAL OF THE LIST OF PRODUCTS WHOSE CONFORMANCE
MAY BE CONFIRMED BY THE CONFORMANCE DECLARATION, AND OF THE
PROCEDURE
FOR THE ADOPTION OF THE CONFORMANCE DECLARATION AND ITS
REGISTRATION

In accordance with Item 4 of Article 7 of the Law of the Russian Federation on the
Certification of Products and Services (Vedomosti Snyzda narodnykh deputatov Rossiyskoy
Federatsii i Verkhovnogo Soveta Rossiyskoy Federatsii, 1993, No. 26, item 966; Sobraniye
sakonodatelsva Rossiyskoy Federatsii, 1998, No. 10, item 1143, No. 31, item 3832) the
Government of the Russian Federation resolves:
1. To approve the annexed:
   List of Products Whose Conformance May Be Confirmed by the Conformance Declaration;
   the Procedure for the Adoption of the Conformance Declaration and Its Registration.
2. The State Committee of the Russian Federation for Standardization and Metrology jointly
   with the interested federal bodies of executive power shall in the year 2000 carry out an analysis
   of the practice of the application of the conformance declaration and, if necessary, submit
   proposals for amending the List of Products Whose Conformance Declaration.

Chairman of the Government
of the Russian Federation  Sergey Stepashin

List of Products
Whose Conformance May Be Confirmed by the Conformance Declaration
(Approved by the Decision of the Government
of the Russian Federation No. 766 of July 7, 1999)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of products</th>
<th>OK code 005-93</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Industrial-rubber products</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rubber hot-water bottles, rubber ice bags</td>
<td>253720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrotechnical materials and equipment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrothermic equipment</td>
<td>344200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metalwork-and-assembly instruments</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centre-punches</td>
<td>392612</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Cold chisels                                                392634
Driftpins                                                   392624
Groove chisels                                              392635

Driving chains
Driving chains for motor vehicles, motorcycles and bikes  417313, 417311

Optical instruments and apparatus
Photographic and cinematographic lenses for taking pictures, filming and projecting  444500
Magnifying glasses                                         443580
Telescopes. Monoculars                                     447120
Binoculars                                                 447110
Light microscopes                                          443500

Bearings
Rolling bearings for the transmission units cars 461212, 461213,
461223, 461273, 461523, 461572,
461573, 461912, 461922, 461923,
461953, 461982,
461983, 462213, 462222, 462223,
462243, 464111,
464112, 464351, 464352

Garden implements (instruments)
Grafting knives                                             473771
Secateurs                                                   473771
Rod tree trimmers                                          473771
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hack saws</td>
<td>473771</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garden knives</td>
<td>473771</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garden rakes</td>
<td>473772</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoes, weeders, cultivators</td>
<td>473772</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spades</td>
<td>473772, 148920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garden hand carts</td>
<td>473773</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire accessories</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sucking nets</td>
<td>485484</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hose water tanks</td>
<td>485484</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Unelectrified appliances for the mechanization of kitchen works</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hand-driven household meat grinders</td>
<td>515731</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kitchen implements (pulping machines, crushing, crushing machines, cutting machines, coffee grinders, mixers and shakers, forming machines and other)</td>
<td>515739</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Woodworking products</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General-purpose plywood with outer layers of veneer of deciduous and coniferous species</td>
<td>551000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bakelized plywood</td>
<td>551500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birch plywood, for aircraft</td>
<td>551600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birch plywood, to be exported</td>
<td>551800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plywood boards</td>
<td>551800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bent-and-glued blanks</td>
<td>552190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Products of the textile and light industry</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Cotton and mixed blankets                                   831620  
Pure-wool and half-woolen blankets                          835800  
Pure-wool, woolen and half-woolen fabrics, for clothing     835300, 835200  
Fabrics of natural thrown silk, for dresses                837110  
Silk and half-silk pile linen                               837660  
Women's knitted outer articles                              842000  
Men's knitted outer articles                                842000  
Hosiery manufactured on round-stoking machines             843000  
Knitted glove articles                                      844000  
Knitted scarves                                             845000  
Artificial knitted fur for garments                         848000  
Men's and women's outer clothing of the overcoat-and-suit assortment (with the exception of articles of cotton, flax and viscose) 851000, 852000  
Women's outer clothing of the dress-and-blouse assortment (with the exception of articles of cotton, flax and viscose) 853000  
Men's shirts (with the exception of articles of cotton, flax and viscose) 854000  

Products of the food industry, cattle breeding and plant growing

Granulated sugar                                            911120  
Lump sugar                                                  911130  
Bakery articles                                             911300, 911400, 911500, 911600  
Cereal, leguminous and oleaginous plants                    971121, 971131, 971141, 971151,
Products of the processing of grain

- 929023-929042
- 929051-929070
- 929300, 929400
- 929521, 929533

Concentrate of kvass must (kvass concentrate)

- 918533

Concentrate and extracts of kvasses

- 918534

Dry bread kvass

- 918536

Dry starch (of potatoes or maize)

- 918711, 918712

Edible table salt (designed for human consumption and except industrial processing)

- 919200

Fermented tobacco and cigar raw material

- 919310

Breadcrumbs

- 919660

Dried chicory

- 919843

Flavouring spices, condiments and concentrate additives

- 919901-919955

Live fish

- 924000, 926000

971211, 971221,
971231, 971241,
971351, 971361,
971411, 971421,
971431, 971441,
971451, 971511,
971521, 971531,
971541, 971561,
971611, 971621,
971631, 971641,
971651, 971661,
971681, 971691,
971711, 971721,
971731, 971940,
971950, 971960,
971967, 971970
972100-972118
972120-972127
Frozen sharks 926130
Salted klipfish 926210
Frozen albuminous paste Ocean 926528
Edible agar 928411
Pearl paste, nacreous preparation 928910
Raw cow milk 981100

Medical articles
Spectacle lenses for the correction of vision 948100
Spectacle frames for the correction of vision 944260

Feed of vegetable origin
Green fodder 975100, 975200
Food tubers 974100, 974200
Silo, haylage, hay meal, grass meal, artificially dried wood meal 975300, 974300, 974400, 974500, 974900
Silo of green plants wood green 976900

Procedure
for the Adoption of the Conformance Declaration and Its Registration

1. The conformance declaration is a document in which the manufacturer, the seller or the performer attests that a product being delivered or sold or a service being rendered (hereinafter referred to as the products) corresponds to the requirements stipulated for the obligatory certification of a given product or service (hereinafter, the established requirements).

The conformance declaration shall be adopted with respect to the products included in the List of Products Whose Conformance May Be Confirmed by the Conformance Declaration, approved by the Government of the Russian Federation.

2. The conformance declaration may be adopted by Russian producers (sellers, performers)
or organizations registered as juridical persons in the Russian Federation and representing the interests of relevant foreign manufacturers (sellers, performers).

3. A manufacturer (seller, performer) shall adopt the conformance declaration on the basis of the documents confirming the conformance of the products to the established requirements.

4. As documents that are the basis for the adopting by the manufacturer (seller, performer) of the conformance declaration there may be used:
   a) the protocols of the acceptance, acceptance-delivery and other check tests of the products carried out by the manufacturer (seller, performer) and/or outside competent test laboratories;
   b) the conformance certificates or the protocols of the tests for raw and other materials or accessories;
   c) the documents stipulated for the given products by relevant federal laws and issued by bodies and organizations authorized thereto;
   d) certificates for a system of quality or manufacture;
   e) other documents confirming directly or indirectly the conformance of the products to the established requirements.

5. The conformance declaration shall be adopted with respect to concrete products or a group of homogeneous products for which there have been established single requirements that are subject to confirmation.

6. The conformance declaration shall be adopted for a period established by the manufacturer (seller, performer) of products proceeding from the planned period for the output of the given products, the rendering of concrete services or the period of the realization of a lot of products.

7. The conformance declaration shall be filled in on a form according to the Annex and signed by the head of the manufacturing organization (seller, performer) or by an individual businessman.

8. The conformance declaration adopted by the manufacturer (seller, performer) shall be subject to registration at a certification body accredited in the established procedure and having a licence for the conduct of the works for the certification of the given type of products.

9. The conformance declaration being sent for registration must be appended with an application for registration, and also with copies of the documents stipulated for the given products by relevant federal laws and issued by bodies and organizations authorized thereto.

The conformance declaration with the necessary documents may be sent for registration only to one certification body at the option of the manufacturer (seller, performer).

10. The certification body must within seven days check:
   a) the presence of the given type of products in the List of Products Whose Conformance May Be Confirmed by the Conformance Declaration;
   b) the competence of the manufacturer (seller, performer) to adopt the conformance declaration;
   c) the completeness and correctness of the indication of the normative documents stipulated for the confirmation of the conformance of the given products;
   d) the presence of copies of all the documents stipulated for the given products by the federal laws and issued by bodies and organizations authorized thereto;
   e) the correctness of the filling-in of the conformance declaration.

11. By the results of the check the certification body shall register the conformance declaration or inform the manufacturer (seller, performer) that it is necessary to eliminate certain revealed inconformities to the established requirements.
12. The registration shall be carried out by conferring to the conformance declaration of a registration number containing the identification designation (code) of the certification body and the ordinal number of the conformance declaration in the register that is being kept by the certification body.

In the register there shall be entered the name of the organization or the surname and initials of the individual businessman that have adopted the conformance declaration, their address, the registration number of the conformance declaration and the type of the products whose conformance has been confirmed, and the period of effect of the conformance declaration.

13. In the conformance declaration the certification body shall indicate the data about its registration (the name and address of the certification body, the registration date and number of the declaration, the seal of the certification body and the signature of its head).

14. The registered conformance declaration together with the documents on whose basis it was adopted shall be kept with the manufacturer (seller, performer) not less than three years after the termination of the period of its effect.

During the same period there shall be kept at the certification body the copies of the registered conformance declaration and of the accompanying documents.

15. The conformance declaration adopted in the established procedure and registered by a certification body shall have legal force on a par with the conformance certificate.

16. The registered conformance declaration shall be a ground for the manufacturer (seller, performer) to mark the products with the conformance mark in the procedure established by the State Committee of the Russian Federation for Standardization and Metrology.

17. In the case of the change of the requirements of the normative documents indicated in the conformance declaration, and also in the case of the reorganization of the juridical person (manufacturer, seller, performer) the latter must draw up a new conformance declaration and submit it for registration to the same certification body in the established procedure.

18. The control over the products whose conformance has been confirmed by the conformance declaration shall exercised of the federal bodies of executive power (or their territorial bodies) within the limits of the state control and supervision over the quality and safety of the products.

19. If the federal bodies of executive power (or their territorial bodies) reveal an inconformity of the products to the established requirements, then the manufacturer (seller, performer) that adopted the conformance declaration must within three days notify the certification body which registered it about the termination of the effect of the conformance declaration.

20. The certification body on the basis of the notification of the manufacturer (seller, performer) shall make in the register an entry about the termination of the effect of the conformance declaration and shall inform thereof the territorial bodies of the federal bodies of executive power exercising the control and supervision over the quality and safety of the products at the location of the manufacturer (seller, performer).

21. In the case of the liquidation or reorganization of a juridical person or loss of force of the registration of an individual businessman, the conformance declaration registered in the established procedure shall be effective for the earlier manufactured products in their delivery or sale during their application time (or term of service) established in accordance with the legislation of the Russian Federation for making claims concerning the defects of the products.

22. If the manufacturer (seller, performer) disagrees with a decision of the certification body by the results of the check stipulated by Item 10 of this Procedure, then the manufacturer (seller,
performer) may lodge and appeal in the procedure established by the rules of the certification system.

23. The work on the registration of the declaration shall be paid for the manufacturer (seller, performer) in the procedure established by the State Committee of the Russian Federation for Standardization and Metrology in agreement with the Ministry of Finance of the Russian Federation.

24. In the non-fulfilment of the provisions stipulated by Items 17 and 19 of this Procedure the manufacturer (seller, performer) shall bear responsibility established by the legislation of the Russian Federation.

Annex
to the Procedure for the Adoption of the Conformance Declaration and Its Registration

Conformance Declaration

________________________________________________________________________
name of organization or surname, first name and patronymic of individual businessman that adopted the conformance declaration,
________________________________________________________________________
data about the registration of the organization or individual businessman (name of the registering body, date of registration, registration number),
________________________________________________________________________
address, telephone, fax

in the person of________________________________________________________
post, surname, name and patronymic of the head of the organization on whose behalf the declaration is being adopted

is hereby stating that
________________________________________________________________________
name, type, brand of product (service) covered by the declaration (service) covered by the declaration, all-Russian classification code OK 005-93 and /or CC FEA CIS or OK 002-93 (ACSPP), data about the serial output or lot (lot number, numbers of articles, requisite elements of the agreement (contract), invoice, name of manufacturer and of country, and so on)
________________________________________________________________________
corresponds to the requirements of

designation of the normative documents the conformance to which has been confirmed by this declaration, with the indication of the items of these normative documents containing the requirements for the given product (service)

The declaration has been adopted on the basis of

information about the documents that are the basis for the adoption of the declaration

Date of the adoption of the declaration ________________________________
The conformance declaration is valid till ____________________
(seal) ________________           _____________________
signature                 initials, surname

Data about the registration of the conformance declaration

name and address of the certification body that has registered the declaration

registration date and registration number of the declaration
(seal) __________________________________________________________________________
signature, initials and surname of the head of the certification body